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Core HR

Core HR
Save time and consolidate your key performance indicators (KPIs) in an effective way

Use the latest software to your competitive advantage –

TALENT MANAGEMENT
with ETWeb empower

• 	Employee & Requirements Profiles
Obtain an overview on the range of experience of your
employees. By linking to social networks, employee profiles
can automatically be filled in and the data quality, as well as
the data validity, is enhanced. Use ETWeb empower to create
Core HR position plans with various components. The
configured requirements profiles serve as a basis for
strategic personnel planning and decision making.
• Integration
ETWeb empower Core HR can be seamlessly integrated
and has a secure architecture for integration into third-party
systems, such as payroll, time and attendance software or
other internal HR databases. Security standard:
ISO/IEC 27001:2013.

• 	Analytics & Dashboards
With our solution you are able to consolidate your
HR KPIs based on a global and unified organizational
structure.
•	Position Approvals
Accurate and timely HR information allows you to plan HR
activities effectively. Workflow and HR processes, as well
as position and budget approvals can be flexibly designed
to meet your requirements.
• 	Skill- & Competency Management
By integrating skills and competencies into your talent
management processes you obtain a comprehensive
overview of the qualifications of your workforce.
Use the competency analysis to determine development needs on current as well as future positions.

Benefits:
Experience the increased flexibility Lumesse ETWeb
empower Core HR provides in your daily work: You can
use the solution anywhere and profit from a renewed
roles and rights concept which completely adapts to
your needs.
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Perform
Employees are motivated to perform at the highest level
•	Target Agreement
Lumesse ETWeb empower Perform provides a new way of
organizing appraisal interviews. Managers and employees jointly
define, monitor and measure the achievement of these goals
and update them – anytime, anywhere.
• Feedback
	
& Coaching
Lumesse ETWeb empower Perform supports a continuous
approach in goal management, with a focus on daily or weekly
feedback as well as defining or updating priorities.

There is only one kind of talent management: your style
Lumesse has the most functional and content-rich solution for talent management and
recruiting – with intuitive and innovative products that will delight your employees.
With our multilingual, modular and well-integrated solutions you are able to create individual
application and development processes – according to your wishes.

•	Company Values
Numerous companies are putting increased emphasis on
behavioral assessments of performance as well as the
orientation towards corporate values and ethical standards
on the agenda. Lumesse ETWeb empower Perform helps you
to integrate these aspects into the appraisal process in the
simplest possible way and to accompany changes in the
corporate culture.
• Fluid Performance
Fluid performance focuses on improving team-internal
and cross-departmental collaboration within the company
to increase overall performance. Daily or weekly feedback
and a continuous dialogue ensure more efficiency and
flexibility of action.

This screenshot provides employees with a clear overview of their
objectives along with the status and key results that must be achieved to
accomplish the overall objective.

Benefits:
Companies and employees achieve better performance
if they pursue mutually agreed goals, their performance
is measured and their successes rewarded.
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Fair and transparent evaluation and remuneration

Identifying, developing and retaining talent

• 	Variable Pay
With ETWeb empower Reward you are able to a create country
and target group-specific salary structure and compare
them internationally. In addition, the transparency of the
bonus-target linkage provides your employees with a detailed
overview.

•	Succession Planning
Through identifying key positions, the economic risk of vacancies and employee turnover are reduced in a timely manner.
By monitoring key employees at the same time, it is possible
to pro-actively introduce appropriate measures.
•	Talent Conferences
By planning various scenarios, possible gaps in succession
planning can be identified, which allows planning for key staffing
positions much more quickly, resulting in less risk.

•	Salary Scales
Our solutions support you in collecting relevant criteria for
comparison and grading into salary scales, as well as a final
comparison.

• Career Navigator
This extremely valuable tool displays the horizontal and
vertical career paths for any job in the company. It offers a
high transparency of development options for self-directed
career planning. Skill gaps which need to be closed in order
to be ready for potential career steps, including specific
training, are also available.

This screen provides an overview of the salaries by grade and work
location, minimum and maximum salary, as well as reference salaries.

•	Social Recognition
To motivate employees beyond monetary benefits, they can
be recognized for great ideas or extraordinary performance.
With Lumesse ETWeb empower Reward employees can be
given individual points, virtual badges and trophies.

• Compensation Review
Through configurable programs for various target groups,
annual salary adjustments are simplified. With defined
budgets, supervisors are enabled to decide on salary increases
based on centrally defined guidelines.

Talent conferences in a schematic overview. Different colours indicate the
possible performance status from low to high.

Benefits:
A competitive salary structure, including variable
and performance-based components, increases
employee motivation and furthers retention.
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Learn
Continuous learning as an accelerator for innovation and learning
• Development Planning
With ETWeb empower Learn, employees are enabled to take
action directly on required future skills and identified
development needs. They can achieve their learning goals
by addressing their learning needs as they occur.

•	Learning Portals
The efficiency of employees is increased with the right
mix of learning opportunities. Learning content based on
employeepreferences is provided in appropriate ways
(e.g., through videos), which leads to a higher satisfaction.

Benefits:
By actively involving employees in their career
planning, individual development goals can be selfdefined. This includes indicating geographic mobility
preferences, preferred next career steps and also
desired training activities.
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Recruit
Target, attract and engage the best talent
• Simple Implementation
The Recruit bundle can be easily and seamlessly integrated into
your existing systems. It is continuously updated and complies
with the strictest data protection regulations.
• Multiple Sources
Our solution supports all parties involved in the process and
facilitates collaboration between candidates, HR, line
managers, recruiters and recruiting agencies.

• Social Learning
ETWeb empower allows for interaction with experts in training
groups, and creation of user-generated content, which can be
shared with colleagues. This encourages informal, self-directed
and social learning, and thus contributes to a more harmonious
HR process overall.
• Training Catalogue:
With the Learn bundle, a training catalog with the required
learning items can be created. Our solution manages any
type of training, process, from identifying
the internal needs up to
planning individual
on-site
training.

• Talent Pools
In addition to the „name-to-box“ approach, dynamic
talent pools are also supported. With sophisticated search
and filter functionality, the right employees can be found
for relevant positions.

• 360° Feedback
In addition, 360 degree feedback offers a structured way to
determine the potential, strengths and development areas on
an individual basis.

• Certifications
After the successful completion of a training, Lumesse ETWeb
empower Learn supports training administrators in creating
and managing certificates. The administration of recurring
training and required re-certifications is also supported.

• Process Optimization
Proper candidate relationship management is highly effective.
With Lumesse Recruit, costs are decreased, and waiting times
shortened, resulting in a significantly-optimized hiring process.

Benefits:

• Candidate Experience
Nothing is worse than a complicated application process that
takes too long; it leads to direct loss of good candidates.
Our recruiting system allows instant and individual feedback
which leads to a great experience.

When your position profiles, hiring offers and talentpools are consolidated in a safe online environment,
you reduce the risk of potential errors tremendously.
Critical areas such as data security and compliance
with diverse policies, are also covered with our solution.

Benefits:
Highly-qualified employees are one of the key factors for
the company’s success. ETWeb empower Learn supports
individual development and training in accordance with
the available budget.
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people-driven engagement
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Connect, communicate, integrate – onboarding done the right way
•	Integration
An effective onboarding process goes much further
than ticking a few checkboxes, filling out some paperwork
and then leaving the new employees on their own. Welcome
new employees in the team and invite them to familiarize
themselves with your company culture and values.

Career
Navigator

•	Convey Essential Knowledge
Prepare your new employees for their new role and empower
them to achieve their first objectives. A social network, an
onboarding tool, as well as an individually-tailored learn portal
can lend support. And they are all intuitive and simple to use.
•	Administration
Minimize your administrative burden by starting the
onboarding process right after contract signature. Inform
other departments which are part of the process, such
as IT, so that any equipment required can be provided for
the new employee. A workflow engine supports you with
these tasks and automatizes the allocation of tasks that
need to be complete before the new hire starts.

Recruiting
& Onboarding
Innovation
Employee Dialogue

Benefits:
With ETWeb empower Onboard, you can save tremendous amounts of time as it allows you to manage
various preparation and onboarding processes with guidance. Your new employees are gradually prepared for
their new tasks, knowledge gaps are closed and they
become familiar with their working environment.

Foster engagement and employee input on ideas – it will pay off
• Engagement
Employees should regularly have the chance to develop their
own ideas, show engagement and get feedback for it. The
ability to participate is a critical factor in motivating em- 		
ployees. Make use of this advantage so that your workforce
feels more connected to your company and its overall mission.
•	Idea Clustering
Existing ideas are gathered, administered and compared
within a clear matrix - including the ideas as such, as well as
the teamwork.

• Data Security
Our solution is programmed in such a way that highly
sensitive data and ideas are safeguarded. They can only
be managed and viewed internally. Also, we ensure that
selected external partners can be included in the process
without having to disclose confidential information.

Talent Conferences /
Succession

Seamlessly integrated, the Lumesse end-to-end talent management suite
puts your employees at the center of your organization. Based on an integrated technology platform, your organization can use the end-to-end
talent management suite to manage, analyze and enhance critical talent
processes including:

Innovate

Innovate

• Social Collaboration
Our Solution is designed to enable collaborative project
development and transparency of new ideas; both will
further enhance motivation and teamwork. This process is
ideally documented with our system, so that everyone involved
is up-to-date on the status and priorization of current projects,
and can contribute at any time.

Learn

Benefits:
Reduced costs and increased quality are only two
important factors created by comprehensive idea
management. A positive, and from an organizational
point of view essential side effect, is that employee
satisfaction and identification with the company is
significantly strengthened.

User Experience

Implementation
methodology

One UI with a consumer-grade
user experience - like LinkedIn
or Netflix - designed with the
employee in mind addressing the
needs of the mobile workforce.

One stop shop implementation
with Lumesse Consultants
within 8 weeks. Typical
risks from 3rd-party
implementations are avoided.

People centric
approach

Single Code Line

Flexible deployment
options

Multi-tenant suite on a single
code line running end-to-end
talent management processes
seamlessly.

True SaaS – can also be run in a
private cloud for security-sensitive organizations while keeping
all benefits of a SaaS solution

Employees drive their own
careers causing higher engagement and retention.
Continuous performance
management and collaboration
translates company strategy
into better business results.

Total cost of ownership
Easy configuration allows clients
to maintain ETWeb empower by
themselves and make changes
on their own to ensure low TCO.

www.lumesse.com
Lumesse provides Talent Solutions to hundreds of organizations in over 70 countries
enabling them to engage and nurture the best talent in an ever-changing and demanding global environment. With our unique and highly adaptable Talent Solutions, our
customers are well prepared to capitalize on the fast evolution of new technologies and
disruptive business conditions, while meeting all business needs locally and globally.
For further information visit: www.lumesse.com
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